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This massive attack by our artillery followed/preliminary period of several

day's duration in which the softening up process developed. This prelude had three

objectives. It aimed at making the opposite shore untenable by enemy infantry.
It aimed at locating the position of enemy batteries compelling them to reveal

their sites by tempting them to counter-fire. And finally it was aimed to

deceive the enemy about the precise direction of cur landings. We couldn't

reasonably hope to achieve any real strategical surprise but a degree of tactical

surprise might well be attained if cunningly planned. The preliminary bombardment

from the conditions of the terrain were in every respect diametrically opposite
to those at Alamein, There the flat featureless desert provided no natural

observation post. Here from admirable natural lookouts we overlook enemy positions
to an extent almost unique in. warfare. But to set against this the desert gave

little opportunity for the defender to conceal his batteries; the ridges and deep
pulleys of Calabria are perfectly designed for this. Again this country is

unsuitable for the sound spotter method of locating enemy guns and we are therefore

compelled to rely much more on flash spotting than in the period that led up to

Alamein. Nor have our gunners had the length of time which was available to then

in the earlier battle and which enabled then to plot cut the precise positions of

enemy guns with an accuracy never before approached in British or perhaps in any

army.

The Germans of course had been developing methods of countering our technique
since Alamein. In general they try to avoid counter-fire on the part of their own

batteries however severely mauled they may be by our guns. And they have shown

considerable skill in the manner in which they shift thwir guns almost nightly from

one position to another* thereby endeavouring to upset our whole artillery plan.

This method has its advantages but it often involves abandoning well dug

positions for fresh locations which are not always so elaborately prepared Thereby they

are in danger of defeating their own ends. What they aim at doing is to keep

their batteries in being* thinning them out considerably in forward areas preliminary

to battle in order to strike the,more effectively against our advancing infantry

when they come within range rather than against our own batteries.

Nevertheless our preliminary work was effective in that we drew the fire of a

number of his guns and having located them proceeded to destroy them. We reduced

the number of his guns in the opposite hills considerably during this

preliminary period. And we gave him a pretty puzzle about the direction of our .
attack.

And wen got some windfalls as well. For example careful observation revealed

the number/ enemy vehicles pulling into a large garage in a town on the opposite

shore. Our gunners duly informed*waited until all vehicles were reported inside

and then opened fire in great strength and totally destroyed both garage and

vehicles.
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